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Five Steps to a Successful Material
Handling CMMS Implementation

Upgrade Maintenance Operations With Improved Efficiency, Quality and
Reduced Overhead

Automation Keeps Business
Moving; Maintenance Keeps
Automation Moving
Today’s distribution, manufacturing, and post
and parcel operations depend on automation
to keep product flowing reliably and efficiently.
Industry research expects 10–15 percent annual
growth in adoption of automation over the next
three to five years, with overall adoption levels
approaching 80 percent by 2019. With so many
operations relying on automation, proactive
system maintenance plays a critical role in
avoiding unplanned downtime and maximizing
profits, asset performance, equipment longevity
and return on system investment.
Predictive maintenance requires capturing all of
the relevant data and the interpretive expertise
to put it to proactive use. Today’s computerized
maintenance management software (CMMS)
is an essential tool designed to do just that—
manage data collection, analysis, planning and
execution for an informed preventive lifecycle
maintenance program.
However, these benefits assume an effective
and fully developed implementation. Results
can quickly sour and the CMMS can become
unusable if ill-equipped operations attempt
the implementation in-house or use a vendor
unfamiliar with their industry. Collecting on the
promise of a CMMS requires an experienced,
trusted partner armed with a deep pool of
reliable data and an understanding of client
business goals.

Avoid Unfulfilled Potential
The market offers several competitive CMMS
platforms, with similarly robust capabilities and
features to build, manage and execute strategic
maintenance programs. The differentiation
comes from the CMMS vendor’s industry
experience and implementation support to
set a program up for success and translate
potential improvements and safeguards into
concrete results.
Unsuccessful implementations are usually not
a result of inherent software deficiencies, but
due to other factors, like dirty data, deficient
management framework and poor vendor
support. These limit the effectiveness of
individual CMMS installations and further
issues such as a lack of scalability and
standardization, and add unnecessary
complexity to multi-site implementations.
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CMMS Drives Broad-based Financial Returns
Investment in a well-implemented CMMS offers a sound financial return rooted in increased
labor efficiency, equipment availability and operational performance to produce quantified
operational benefits.
• Cost of ownership, asset depreciation
and capital replacement: Beyond return
on the investment of the software itself,
the CMMS fuels more informed decisions
for asset replacement justification based
on total cost of reporting through the data

BASE ANNUAL OVERTIME COSTS: $60,000
GOAL: REDUCE OVERTIME
COSTS BY HALF OVER
THREE-YEAR PERIOD

TOTAL
IMPLEMENTATION
COSTS:
$36,000

it gathers against wear and performance
guidelines from the OEM.
• Leaner staffing allocations: CMMS
enables maintenance staff to work more
efficiently and provides the necessary
data for streamlined workload and staffing
projections based on data from other

$46,500
YEAR 1

$34,500
YEAR 2

$30,000
YEAR 3

installations and recommended
service intervals.
• Reduce parts inventory by 10–15
percent: Historical data captured
by the CMMS enables smarter parts
stocking based on usage trends.
Furthermore, integration with OEM parts
databases enables automated stock

RESULTS:
• 91.6 PERCENT ANNUAL ROI
• COMPLETE PAYBACK OF IMPLEMENTATION
COSTS WITHIN TWO YEARS

replenishment, ensuring parts availability
without keeping excess inventory.
• Return on investment: The extensive
benefits of a CMMS implementation
typically result in return on investment
in less than two years. The software
drives increasingly efficient maintenance
operations for decades, and operations can
reap even more benefit from cross-facility
comparisons and updates. Example ROI
calculation to the right.

Improved work planning, reduced unplanned
jobs and more efficient maintenance
processes can result in complete ROI from
overtime costs alone.
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1. Sufficient Amounts of Accurate Data
A CMMS application is only as effective as
its data quality allows it to be. It can take five
to seven years for a single site to accumulate
sufficient amounts of data to set benchmarks
and provide an informed foundation for strategic
maintenance. Missing assets, incomplete
procedures or outdated spare parts information
sacrifice data set size and accuracy, greatly
reducing program effectiveness.
Choosing a vendor with experience monitoring
and managing material handling systems
provides access to the right data and the
experience necessary to put it to productive
use. Utilizing a CMMS vendor with relevant
material handling experience provides the
added value of gaining access to years worth
of relevant industry-specific data from multiple
implementations, including information from
both its own systems and equipment from other
manufacturers. At startup, the CMMS provider
sets up a standardized framework to handle local
data collection and analysis, providing a scalable
foundation for comparison and data sharing
across multiple sites.

2. Expertise and Processes to Extract
the Most Value From Data
Business intelligence-driven process
improvements drive the ongoing benefit of an

failure and measurement thresholds to trigger

effective CMMS implementation. The path to

actions. Multi-site implementations add an

success requires extensive data input with proper

extra layer of complexity due to the importance

organization and workflow. A new installation

of a scalable, consistent framework to enable

starts with importing data from existing

comparisons and data sharing between facilities.

database libraries and can require the creation of

This places a premium on standardization

more than 200 different assets in the software,

and repeatability with performance indicators,

including root cause analysis, mean time to

equipment and process nomenclature.
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3. Support From a Vendor With
Experience Specific to the Material
managing and executing maintenance functions, Handling Industry

After setting up the environment to effectively
analyze data, the CMMS plays an active role

automatically scheduling work orders as key

performance indicators hit preset measurement
thresholds. But the CMMS is not simply a
management tool to commission work. It leaves
no part of the maintenance process unassisted,
with up-to-date spare parts pricing and a full
suite of features to help both management
and technicians work more efficiently, with
automated phone or email alerts based on
predetermined asset conditions.
The CMMS assigns tasks based on individual
expertise and location within the facility, and
prevents technicians from switching between
different technology platforms by hosting
product manuals, preventive maintenance
procedures and OSHA compliance metrics
all in one place. This allows technicians to
work without delays or interruptions, allowing
operations to save money on overtime
expenses, decrease cost per repair, reduce

The proliferation of capable CMMS
platforms is a testament to the tool’s value
in nearly any application with automated
equipment. While several suppliers offer
robust software across several industries,
they lack the specialized material handling
expertise and ongoing support to help end
users make the most of their investment.
The difference between using a generalist
software vendor and a true material handling
partner is the value of specialization. Some
suppliers may be learning the industry on the job
as they attempt to assist a customer, resulting
in slower, less-effective and more expensive
support. This is similar to buying a car from a
specialized dealer with experience supporting that
specific make and model, as opposed to buying
the same model from a dealer with no experience
maintaining and supporting similar cars.

paperwork and use fewer contractors.

A premier material handling CMMS partner

The software also futureproofs itself by

has a high level of familiarity with warehouse

cataloguing consistent process improvement,

automation processes, order fulfillment systems

automatically updating compliance

and business requirements that allows them

modules, procedures and work orders with

to plan for and respond to the nuances of

best practices gleaned from other sites

manufacturing and retail distribution operations.

throughout the vendor’s installation network.

This includes industry-standardized reporting
with expert support, implementation and
maintenance scheduling around peak season
requirements, and close integration with parts
ordering systems to ensure sufficient inventory for
routine maintenance and any unplanned outage.
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Multi-site Data Sharing
Strengthens Entire
Installation Base
A major benefit of a fully developed CMMS
is the ability to learn from issues at other
sites in the vendor’s installation base.
Sharing multi-site information combined
with the continued support offered by
dedicated CMMS administrators means
the review of new and historical data to

4. A Thorough Implementation With
Speed to Match

give advice and direction for ongoing
improvement. The CMMS automatically
puts these updates into action by issuing

Updating processes and implementing

work orders to other installation sites to

new systems requires careful planning

circumvent the same issue on similar

and consideration to enhance, not disrupt,

systems or equipment. This capability leads

operations. This starts with establishing shared

to updates of everything from faulty light

expectations between customer and vendor, with

grids to conveyor motors as a preventive

a clear implementation plan that accounts for

measure to correct issues before they result

customer scheduling demands, such as uptime

in a major outage.

requirements and seasonal peaks. Experienced
material handling CMMS providers typically
take two months to complete an installation
following receipt of necessary documentation

For example, unsuitable breakers in a
system control panel did not cause a major
server issue at a customer site, but it did

and approval from the customer.

complicate system restarts following

In addition to efficient and timely installation, a

the local maintenance team identified

power outages. After extensive research,

quality implementation lays the foundation for

the circuit breaker with the incorrect trip

sustainable success. It preserves maintenance

characteristic. Knowing that this issue

best practices by scheduling services at proper

could be present in other similar systems,

intervals to keep systems healthy and avoid

the operation worked with its CMMS

conflicting with peaks, while also providing

administrators to issue a network-wide

detailed work order instructions that include

alert, complete with corresponding work

the latest state and federal safety procedures to

orders to inspect and correct the same

promote consistent, common work standards.

issue at other locations. Thanks to the

CMMS can even connect with a client’s

CMMS program cataloging and sharing

enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, with

this information across multiple sites, the

the ability to feed human resources modules

customer saved hundreds of man-hours

with staff performance reporting.

of labor that could have been lost due to
repetitive research and troubleshooting.
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5. Customer Involvement Is Key

and attention necessary to produce maximum

Five Common Pitfalls
of Unsuccessful CMMS
Installations

results. CMMS customers must be engaged

1. Lack of vendor support

For more

When purchasing any tool to enhance business

information,

processes, end users must also invest the time

contact Honeywell
Intelligrated®
by email at

with the vendor throughout the process,
from design and installation to training and

2. Lack of training
3. Lack of clearly defined objectives

info@intelligrated.

ongoing evaluation. This involvement enables

com, by phone at

a neatly structured program to accommodate

4. Lack of communication with technicians

866.936.7300,

site-specific criteria and enable the cleanest
handover following implementation, with well-

5. Lack of maintenance best practices

or visit www.
intelligrated.com.

informed staff empowered to use their system
to its full potential. Following handover, regular
dialogue between vendor and customer informs
future updates to the program to enhance data
analysis, maintenance procedures and more.

6

Conclusion
Properly implementing a CMMS offers more efficient, better-quality
maintenance operations structured to accommodate site-specific
and enterprise-wide requirements, all with reduced management overhead
from a single, centralized portal. However, translating these benefits
from potential to reality requires an engaged customer and a reputable
partner armed with industry-specific experience and data. For more
information on maximizing the benefit of a CMMS implementation,
visit www.intelligrated.com/lifecycle-services/lifecycle-support-services
or contact a representative.

Honeywell Intelligrated
+1 866.936.7300
info@intelligrated.com
www.intelligrated.com

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/intelligrated
Learn more on YouTube: Honeywell Intelligrated
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